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200 SERIES 88%
Privacy Plus Screen

As low as: $0.89/plf  ($1.11)
 All pricing by color & size

Heavy-duty knitted construction coupled with high-grade material and multiple color choices makes for the best all around fence
screen on the market.
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 Limited Time Sale! Offer ends 02/19/2018!

 

Available colors:

 (/configurator/16/privacy-plus-screen-200-series-88)

OR

Let one of our sales experts put together a custom quote just for you.

1-888-313-6313

TOP SELLING FENCE PRIVACY WINDSCREEN



3 - 5 Year Life Expectancy

88% Privacy Blockage with excellent Airflow

Available in any Custom Size

Knitted HDPE UV with No Lead or Fillers

Black Binding & Brass Grommets every 24"

In Stock 48 hour turnaround *

Material Specs

Related Products

Warranty

Details

Printed Fence Screen

http://www.fencescreen.com/configurator/16/privacy-plus-screen-200-series-88
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Perfect Combination of Privacy, Air Flow, and 11 Color choices to �t any Fence. Available in standard
and custom sizes.

Our 200 Series Privacy Plus Screen is manufactured by FenceScreen, using UV and heat-treated knitted
polyethylene (HDPE) material that is lead-free and phthalate-free. This high-grade outdoor rated material is
a breathable fabric that allows for an excellent air passage. This is one of the best all-around privacy fence
screens used for commercial and residential fence applications.

ORDER NOW (CONFIGURATOR/16/PRIVACYPLUS-FENCE-SCREEN-200-SERIES-88)

ANY CUSTOM SIZE
Customizing your fence screen to the exact size you need is no sweat. For custom heights not listed,

please call 888.313.6313 for an estimate.

 

OUTSTANDING PRIVACY
Provides Excellent Visibility blockage due to the unique knit design, and yet allows excellent air passage

through the fabric.

 

UV PROTECTED MATERIAL

 

http://www.fencescreen.com/configurator/16/privacyplus-fence-screen-200-series-88
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Manufactured using knitted high density polyethylene (oil-based) material with UV additives, which will
not mold or mildew.

INEXPENSIVE & POPULAR AMONGST THE INDUSTRY
The Perfect Solution for Adding Privacy and visualizes a clean look for any fence area

Made of High Quality HDPE material that's designed to provide 88% Visibility Blockage for Commercial and/or
Residential fences. Providing a clean look & excellent way to help an uncovered fence with Outstanding
Privacy.

ORDER NOW (CONFIGURATOR/16/PRIVACYPLUS-FENCE-SCREEN-200-SERIES-88)

GET A FREE ESTIMATE (REQUEST-A-QUOTE.ASPX)

(https://www.youtube.com/embed/8gggClY_s-E?vq=hd1080&version=3&autoplay=1)

200 Series Privacy Screen Plus is ideal for Commercial and Residential fences needing a combination of
privacy, air flow and color options. Privacy Plus Screen is the most popular solution to provide the privacy you
need as well as a clean look for any fence area, construction site, special event, back yard, dust control or
fence barrier, and is a perfect complement to landscapes and residential backyards. Manufacturered of Heavy-
duty knitted construction coupled with high-grade UV and Heat treated HDPE makes for a long lasting and
super durable fence screen. The 200 Series is available in 11 color choices making it easy to get the look you
want. The screen provides 88% visibility blockage due to the unique knit design, yet allows for excellent air
passage through the fabric. It's the perfect solution for fence privacy in hot, cold, windy and changing climates.

Available in any size, custom sized to fit your fence

http://www.fencescreen.com/configurator/16/privacyplus-fence-screen-200-series-88
http://www.fencescreen.com/Request-A-Quote.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/embed/8gggClY_s-E?vq=hd1080&version=3&autoplay=1
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Choice of 11 Colors to accompany any Projects
Unique Knitted construction with great air flow passage
Finishing Options: Half-moon vents, Wind Windows, & Reinforced Center Binding
2" Polypropylene Webbing for Edge Reinforcement
Brass Grommets at every 24"

All FenceScreen materials are durable, well made, and completed with binding and grommets on all four
edges, then packaged and shipped ready for installation. Privacy Plus Fence Screen is "in stock" ready for
immediate shipment in 4', 5', 6' & 8' heights x 50' long standard sized panels. Our 200 Series screen can be
custom sized to fit any fence.

FenceScreen.com offers easy to order, on-line purchasing allowing you to choose your color, height, length(s)
and accessories. We also offer custom size options so you can choose your exact height and length to fit your
exact fence. Each piece will be fabricated, marked and shipped ready to fit your exact fence measurements.

Note: All standard fence screens are cut 4" less than actual fence height to ensure a proper, clean, and wrinkle-
free fit on the fence. 
Example – A 6' tall fence = 5'-8" actual height of the Privacy screen panel.

Standard rolls are 50' long, so for example if you order 62'-10" you will receive a 50' roll and a second piece
that is 12'-10".  
* Panels longer than 50' or special heights are Special Order only, please call one of our customer service
representatives to place special order 888-313-6313.

VIEW FULL WEBSITE (/TOGGLE-MOBILE.ASPX?RETURNURL=/PRODUCTS/200-SERIES-PRIVACY-
SCREEN.ASPX)
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